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Executive Summary  

The project partner City of Ljubljana (P11 City of Ljubljana) and the project partner Technology park 

Ljubljana Ltd (PP10 Technology park Ljubljana) organized together the study visit focusing on (public) 

providers of the mobility's services in Ljubljana, Slovenia.  

The study visit was organized on 9th June 2021 as 1-day online study visit on mobility in Ljubljana  

“Good practise using open data 7 linked open data”, Slovenia. Because of the COVID-19 pandemic 

reason, the study visit was carried out online. 35 participant attended the study visit and most of them 

were project partners.  

The main aim of the study visit was presenting good practise on mobility in Ljubljana, City of Rijeka 

and City of Constance and exchanging experiences among the project's partners. In the same time, 

the study tour was a great opportunity for discussion among the project's partners and gave base for 

the preparation action to transnational pilot on mobility.  
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1. Purpose of this report 

The main objective of this report is to clearly focus on the main benefits for project 

partner and stakeholders on our OD/LOD DEAS study visit on mobility as well as 

to document and evaluate the lessons learned for our partnership. The study visit 

carried out by The City of Ljubljana and Technology park Ljubljana and was held 

virtually. Due the COVID-19 pandemic, it was unfortunately not possible to have 

such an event in presence. Therefore, a clear and transparent documentation is 

necessary and key to a further successful implementation of the DEAS project and 

the pilot actions. 

2. Short description of the activity  

The online study visit on mobility in Ljubljana »GOOD PRACTISE USING OPEN 

DATA / LINKED OPEN DATA« was realized on 9th June 2021 from 12 pm to 15.45 

pm. Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, the study visit took place online using the 

Zoom meeting platform. 

 

The study visit was attended by 35 participants, most of whom were project 

partners and some external experts. Annex contains an invitation sent by the City 

of Ljubljana.  

 

One of the main objective of the study tour was the knowledge transfer of potential 

using open data (OD)/linked open data (LOD) in the field of mobility and digital 

development. 

 

City of Ljubljana, Technology park Ljubljana Ltd and external experts from 

Slovenia, Austria and Croatia presented examples of good practice on mobility and 

using OD/LOD. In the first part of the study visit, the representative of the Ministry 

of Public Administration of Slovenia presented the Slovenian National Open Data 

Portal and activities in Open Data Ecosystem in Slovenia. The City of Rijeka was 

invited as external example of good practice outside of the project area. They 

presented their practice on using open data in mobility. The City of Konstance 

presented their local pilot implementing as part of the project DEAS. RISC 

Software GMBH presented Project Domino - Maas with ridesharing in Upper 

Austria. The main objective of the research project Domino is to develop an 

integrated, publicly accessible mobility offer. In the second part of the study visit, 

the focus was on (public) providers of the mobility's services in Ljubljana, 

Slovenia. Good practices were presented from Ljubljana public transport, Matevž 
Pesek s.p. , Water science institute, Autogt klub and from Technology park 

Ljubljana.  
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The study tour was a great opportunity for discussion among project's partners 

and exchanging experiences. It gave base for the preparation action to 

transnational pilot on mobility on how to develop value service and products by 

exploitation of OD/LOD in WP T3. 

 

3. Methodology applied to organize the activity 

Study visit focused on (public) providers of services on mobility and was divided 

into two parts.  

 

In the first part of the study visit, it was presented the availability and use of open 

data. Mr. Aleš Veršič from the Ministry of Public Administration of Slovenia 

presented the operation and usability of the government open data portal. His 

main work is related to data, especially open data. He is also coordinating activities 

at Open Data Hub Slovenia. Aim of Slovenian open data team is to create a modern 

system of open data, which would be a backbone of the Open Data Ecosystem of 

Slovenia. 

 

Mr. Matej Cerar from the City of Ljubljana, Slovenia, is involved in project 

management of several projects concerning Digital innovations. He presented the 

use of the open data in mobility in Ljubljana. 

 Mrs. Tatjana Perše MSc is the eGovernment Advisor in the City of Rijeka, Croatia. 
She presented using open data in mobility in the Rijeka. Her current responsibility 

includes e-Government and e-Inclusion projects, open data, communication and 

dissemination, stakeholder engagement, co-creation and EU projects. She is a 

representative of the City of Rijeka in major city networks (Major Cities of Europe, 

EUROCITIES Knowledge Society Forum, Green Digital Charter, European 

Innovation Partnership on Smart Cities and Communities (EIP-SCC), and Open & 

Agile Smart Cities (OASC)).  

 

Mrs. Christin Wohlrath is coming from our project partner City of Constance (Stadt 

Konstanz). The City of Constance is trying to increase knowledge about (open) 

data. They have an open data platform for data about weather, tourists, mobility, 

etc. The aim is to use this data to create higher living standards for citizen and 

tourist. City of Constance is working on Digital agenda, in cooperation with UNI, 

(University of Constance, Department of Computer and Information Science (uni-

konstanz.de), HTGW (Hochschule Konstanz - HTWG (htwg-konstanz.de) and 

Cyber LAGO cluster Home - cyberLAGO and together with the ministry of traffic 

and the ministry of digitalization About MobiData BW (EN) - MobiData BW 

(mobidata-bw.de). 

 

https://www.informatik.uni-konstanz.de/en/
https://www.informatik.uni-konstanz.de/en/
https://www.htwg-konstanz.de/
https://cyberlago.net/en/home/
https://www.mobidata-bw.de/pages/english
https://www.mobidata-bw.de/pages/english
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Mrs. Christin Wohlrath presented their current local pilots for this year/2021: 

1) open/free Bike-App for Safety SimRa–Digital future (digital-

future.berlin) and bike distance sensor OpenBikeSensor. 

2) Parking sensors with LoRaWAN Smart Parking Lot Sensor | Bosch 

Connected Devices and Solutions (bosch-connectivity.com). 
 

Mr. Karl-Heinz comes from RISC Software GmbH, where he works as a software 

developer and project manager in the Logistics Informatics department for over 

10 years. He is an expert in the field of Smart Mobility and Analytics. He developed 

applications for real-time traffic information, route planning and ridesharing for 

industry partners, mobility service providers and the public sector. He presented 

the project Domino - Mobility as a Service with ridesharing in Upper Austria. 

 

In the second part of the study visit, the focus was on good practise using open 

data/linked open data of (public) providers of the mobility's services in Ljubljana, 

Slovenia. 

 

Mr. Gregor Cunder from Ljubljana public transport is a traffic analyst. He was 

involved in several European projects: CIVITAS initiative 7th framework (Mobilis, 

ELAN), projects within HORIZON 2020 EU Research and Innovation programme 

(Bikeintermodal, Optimum, Timon). Currently he is active on ongoing project 

PRECINCT and participation in project TRIBUTE. He presented open data with 

AVL system and web service.  

 Mr. Matevž Pesek is an assistant professor (PhD) and a researcher at the Faculty 

of Computer and Information Science, University of Ljubljana. His research 

interests include open data, especially mobility. In 2019, he and his colleague Vid Klopčič created Avtolog.si, which has become the most popular service for used 

vehicle data check with over 70.000 monthly users. On the study visit he presented 

this service. 

 Mr. Lenart Čepon comes from AutoGT Klub Ltd. For the last two years, he has been 
actively involved in monetization of data of connected vehicles. He presented the 

problem of ownership of digital goods, which also includes data and solutions 

related to subject ownership, developed on the base of connected vehicle 

information, what includes also Open data. 

 

Mr. Aleš Prevc from project partner Technology Park Ljubljana is a head of technology office. Aleš`s focus is on innovation and future business ecosystem 
development, development of XR (augmented and virtual reality) innovation 

centre and laboratory for smart and digital solutions. For the past 4 years he has 

been directly involved into OPEN data ecosystem by performing & managing 

projects ODEON, supporting the use of open data for the development of open and 

https://www.digital-future.berlin/en/research/projects/simra/
https://www.digital-future.berlin/en/research/projects/simra/
https://www.openbikesensor.org/en/
https://www.bosch-connectivity.com/products/connected-mobility/parking-lot-sensor/
https://www.bosch-connectivity.com/products/connected-mobility/parking-lot-sensor/
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digital innovations in the Mediterranean area) and now DEAS. He presented a 

concrete example of the pilot version of visualization of the collection of Slovenian 

inventions and innovation. This collection is based on the open datasets, textual 

and graphic description of Slovenian inventions and innovations are presented in 

augmented reality. 

 

4. Communication activities carried out 

The City of Ljubljana promoted the study visit. Invitation for participants was send 

by e-mail.  

 

To the study visit were invited: 

• all DEAS project partners,  

• members of the Local Working Groups, 

• members of the Trans National Working Groups, 

• other experts/people interested and invited by the DEAS project partners 

(max 5 per partner). 

 

 

 

Picture 1 Online invitation send by the City of Ljubljana 
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Speakers were invited in person. The City of Ljubljana also send them an official 

written invitation. Invitations are included in the annexes under Communication 

means produced.  Meetings with speakers took place over the phone and through 

online meetings.  

 

Because the event was not public, there was no follow-up on the media. 

 

5. Lesson Learnt 

Cities through services (energy, health, waste disposal, potable water supply, and 

ultimately mobility), we offer residents, among other things, generate enormous 

amounts of data that are often "hidden", unrelated to each other or are not their 

use does not devote enough attention. In the era of the data economy, the most 

valuable resource is no longer oil, but data. The data economy is also very 

important for the development of the Alpine space and overcoming its challenges. 

The event presented good practices in the use of open data from the cities of 

Ljubljana, Rijeka and Constance, as well as the Ministry of Public Administration 

of Slovenia to stakeholders who are project partners and work in various fields for 

the city. Through the presentation seemed to approach the different places of open 

data because in this way they want to solve the specific challenges faced. One of 

the purposes of the event was to present already existing data and solutions to 

stakeholders who came either from the city as external stakeholders. 

 

6. Evaluation of the event 

As part of the event, the Ljubljana Technology Park provided participants with 

access to an online questionnaire on the implementation of the event. 

We responded to the questionnaire anonymously on the basis of voluntary 

participation. An online questionnaire was completed by 10 participants. 

By analysing the answers to the questionnaire, we examined the adequacy of the 

topic and checked the satisfaction of the participants in the implementation of the 

study visit. 

 

Review of results: 

Satisfaction with location and organization: 

➢ 50% of all respondents are satisfied, 

➢ 40% of all respondents are very satisfied, 

➢ 10% of all respondents are moderately satisfied. 

 

Satisfaction with the interestingness and originality of the content: 
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➢ 80% of all respondents were satisfied, 

➢ 20% of all respondents were very satisfied. 

 

Satisfaction with the general impression: 

➢ 50% of all respondents are satisfied, 

➢ 40% of all respondents are very satisfied, 

➢ 10% of all respondents moderately satisfied. 

 

Importance of knowledge / information acquired by participants during the event 

for their professional activities: 

➢ 40% of all respondents were very satisfied 

➢ 40% of all respondents were satisfied, 

➢ 10% of all respondents were moderately satisfied. 

 

Participants' views on ideas / processes / technologies, etc.  presented during the 

event and the possibility to introduced them in their organization: 

➢ 80% of all respondents were satisfied, 

➢ about 10% of all respondents were moderately satisfied, 

➢ about 10% of all respondents were almost satisfied. 

 

For further ideas, comments, suggestion related to Open data we got 2 answers: 

➢ “Thank god for the EU which is guiding us to the INSPIRE datasets and open data approach.” 

➢ “Even if not all topic may be directly relevant for our organization, the presentations were quite informative and inspiring.” 

 

70% of all respondents learn about this event by post, and 30% learn about it from 

the institution or the project.  

 

According to the answers to the questionnaire, we believe that participating in the 

study visit was a pleasant, educational and fruitful experience. 
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7. Annexes: 

Agenda: 
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List of Participants: 

Name  Npp Partner Organization 

Roberto Sandrini LP Veneto Region 
Melita Troian PP2 Treviso and Belluno Chamber of Commerce 
Pagani Patrizia PP2 Treviso and Belluno Chamber of Commerce 
Elena Zambelli PP2 Treviso and Belluno Chamber of Commerce 
Valentina Grillea PP3 Bwcon GmbH 
Christin Wohlrath PP4 City of Konstance 
Marco Tanese PP5 City of Vercelli 
Saverio Ghiotti  PP6 CSI Piemonte 
Toussaint Stéphanie PP7 Grand E-nov 
Sigrid Merth PP8 Styrian Business Promotion Agency 
Susanne Urschler PP8 Styrian Business Promotion Agency 

Robert Stubenrauch PP9 
Business Upper Austria – OÖ 
Wirtschaftsagentur Ldt. Aleš Pevc PP10 Technology park Ljubljana 

Jernej Pintar PP10 Technology park Ljubljana Mateja Prinčič PP10 Technology park Ljubljana 
Monika Cvetkov PP10 Technology park Ljubljana 
Peter Medica PP10 Technology park Ljubljana 
Arian Debeljak PP11 City of Ljubljana 
Matej Cerar  PP11 City of Ljubljana 
Mojca Plantan PP11 City of Ljubljana 
Robert Kus PP11 City of Ljubljana 
Vito Wolf  PP11 City of Ljubljana Željko Gudžulić PP11 City of Ljubljana 
Emmanuel Gastaud PP12 LYON URBAN DATA 
Mathilde Colin PP12 LYON URBAN DATA Tatjana Perše   external expertise - City of Rijeka, Croatia 

Gregor Cunder   
external expertise - Public company LPP, 
Slovenia Lenart Čepon   
external expertise - Public company LPP, 
Slovenia 

Karl-Heinz Kastner   
external expertise - RISC Software GmbH, 
Austria Primož Banovec   
external expertise - Water science insitute, 
Slovenia 

Anita Humar   
external expertise - Turizem in Ljubljana, 
Slovenia Matevž Pesek   external expertise Aleš Veršič   Ministry of public administration, Slovenia 

David Rech   external expertise 
Uros K   external expertise 
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Picture 2: Screenshot of participants from Zoom platform 

 

 

Picture 3: Screenshot of participants from Zoom platform 
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Picture 4: Screenshot of participants from Zoom platform 

 

 

Picture 5: Screenshot of participants from Zoom platform 

 

 

Picture 6: Screenshot of participants from Zoom platform 
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Photos: 

 
Picture 7: Introduction and agenda overview 

 

 
Picture 8: Presentation from Matej Cerar on using open data in mobility in Ljubljana 
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Picture 9: Presentation of Tatjana Perše from City of Rijeka 

 

 

 
Picture 10: Presentation of Christin Wohlrath from City of Konstance 
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Picture 11: Presentation of Karl-Heinz Kastner 

 

 

 
Picture 12: Presentation of Aleš Veršič from Slovenian Ministry of public administration 
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Picture 13: Presentation of the service Autolog from Matevž Pesek 

 

 

 
Picture 14: Presentation of Primož Banovec 
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Picture 15: Presentation of Lenart Čepon 

 

 

 
Picture 16: Presentation of Aleš Pevc 
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Communication means produced: 

 

 

Picture 17: An official invitation sent by MOL to a speaker Aleš Veršič on a study tour 
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Picture 18: An official invitation sent by MOL to a speaker Matevž Pesek on a study tour 
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Picture 19: An official invitation sent by MOL to a speaker Matej Horvat (Ljubljana public 

transport) on a study tour 
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Picture 20: An official invitation sent by MOL to a speaker Primož Banovec on a study tour 
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Picture 21: An official invitation sent by MOL to a speaker Lenart Čepon on a study tour 
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